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the religious and moral precepts with which they sowed
their compositions repelled both scholar and reader; and
the unbalanced praise of Jaina scholars more often than
not retarded,a due recognition of their real worth.
The most notable author of the sixteenth century was
Lavanyasamaya, an author of considerable literary attain-
ments. His original name was Laghuraja. He was born
in c. 1485 in a Srlmali Vanika family of Ahmedabad, and
was initiated as a Jaina sadhu at the age of eight. His
autobiographical note in Vimalaprabahdha runs :
Through the favour of Sarasvati, I became a poet in my sixteenth year
and so I have composed excellent nlsas, with parts in prose and parts in
poetry, using chancla, kavita and cupai. I have also composed songs and
poems in different tunes, and also dialogues.
He composed over twenty nine works. Four of these
are rasas of tlrthankaras and saints. One is Rnvanamando-
darisamvHda, c. 1506, a work based on the RnmUyana, being
a dialogue between Sita's abductor and his wife. The
other is DevarnjavatsarUjacupni, a story of the ordinary
type. He also wrote the well-known Vimdaprabahdha,
c. 1512, and other religious and ethical poems.
Vimalaprdbahdha, or VimalarUsa, purports to be a bio-
graphy of Vimalasa, the minister of Bhlma I, the Calukya
king of Patana ; but it has scarcely any historical value. It
is a story based purely on tradition. But, such as it is, it is
better than the rasas on historical persons of the centuries
following, and represents an intermediate step between the
historical prabandha of Merutunga and the popular legend
of Rshabhadasa. This prabandha was rendered into Saihs-
krta in c. 1522 by Saubhagya,
The prabandha begins with a description of the HemakQta
mountain; of the foundation of Srlmala by the goddess
Laxm! (canto i); of the origin of the castes known as
Srlmalas, Osvalas and Poravadas; of good omens ; of the
eighty castes of the Vaisyas; of their social customs
(canto ii); and of the iniquities prevalent in the Kaliyuga.
(canto iii). The birth of Vimala is then described. The
auspicious signs on his body foreshadowing greatness
are mentioned. The ceremony of putting him to school
and the way he completes his studies are next described.

